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Résumé. We present outgoing research whose goal is to assess quality of Lin-
ked Data for its usage in domain-specific Named-entity Linking (NEL). NEL
is the task of assigning appropriate referents, typically an Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), to mentions of entities (e.g. persons or places) identified in tex-
tual documents. Nowadays, many of these approaches strongly rely on Linked
Data as knowledge base. However, the scope of the chosen data sets can have an
important influence on the performances of NEL as texts often concern speci-
fic domains of knowledge. In this paper, we describe LD quality aspects which
should be considered for improving NEL in domain-specific contexts, then pro-
pose quality metrics and compute them for both French DBpedia and the French
National Library (BnF) data sets thereby to discuss the opportunity of using
these data sets for the linking of authors in old French Literary digital editions.
Our ultimate goal is to improve a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline
for the automatic annotation of these texts.

1 Introduction
Data quality is often referred to as fitness for use, in other words, the capability of a data

set to fit the requirements for a given use case or for performing a particular task. The increa-
sing volume and availability of Linked Data (LD) brings new opportunities to build LD-based
tools. In this context, LD sets such as DBpedia, Pleiades 1 or the French National Library
(BnF) 2 serve frequently as external resources to Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
such as Named-Entity Linking (NEL). In general terms, NEL aims to assign the appropriate
referents (Uniform Resource Identifiers or NIL) to mentions of entities, for instance persons

1. http ://pleiades.stoa.org
2. http ://data.bnf.fr
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or places, identified in textual documents. This kind of semantic annotation enables later on,
by means of such URIs, the querying within distributed collections of documents, and also the
automatic retrieval of complementary information about the entities from different sources for
aggregating data and building mashups (e.g. thematic maps, historical timelines, etc.).

NEL is typically composed of two steps, namely candidate selection and candidate ran-
king (Mihalcea et Csomai (2007)), both rely strongly on Linked Data as external Knowledge
Base (KB) in the case of unsupervised approaches (Han et al. (2011); Alhelbawy et Gaizaus-
kas (2014); Usbeck et al. (2014); Brando et al. (2015)). The underlying poor quality of LD
sets can therefore impact the reliability of a given use case (Paulheim et Bizer (2014)). In the
context of NEL, the scope of the data sets chosen as KB can have an important influence on
the performances, as texts often concern specific domains of knowledge (e.g. French literature,
genetics, zoology), different time spans (e.g. Antiquity, the 19th Century) or particular geo-
graphical areas (e.g. France, Asia or even the entire World). There are also issues related to
the degree of completeness of the data sets with respect to the different spellings of entity la-
bels (e.g. multilingual and ancient place names) or any other descriptive information available
about the entities (e.g. date of birth of persons). The underlying categories that are declared in
the ontologies and are used to type entities, for instance, in DBpedia, types correspond to the
class hierarchy defined in the DBpedia ontology 3 and to the relational and conceptual catego-
ries derived from the Wikipedia category model (e.g. SymbolistPoets 4 or WritersFromParis 5)
for Yago2 by Suchanek et al. (2007), may sometimes have limited exhaustivity or granularity.
And last but not least, the existence of SameAs or similar equivalence predicates is crucial for
interconnecting descriptions of entities represented in other data sets with different points-of-
view.

The present work is outgoing research whose preliminary results are expected to help im-
proving the performance of a NLP pipeline for the massive semantic annotation and enrich-
ment of domain-specific French Literary digital editions 6. As LD sets vary in quality and are
usually generalistic (e.g. DBpedia, Yago2) with few exceptions such as Geonames or Pleaides,
we thus aim at quantitatively identifying weaknesses in existing Linked Data for NEL pro-
cesses according to our needs and considering state-of-art LD quality assessment metrics, in
order to further design appropriate solutions in future work. There exists a considerable amount
of research works on LD quality, see the extensive literary review by Zaveri et al. (2015). Ho-
wever, they have not yet focused on assessing the value of LD sources for its use in NLP. It
is worth mentioning the present efforts for the integration of the two fields 7. The remainder
of this article is organized as follows, section 2 describes LD quality aspects which should
be considered for improving NEL in domain-specific contexts. In section 3, we define these
quality aspects in the form of metrics identified as useful for NEL, then propose an evaluation
procedure for each metric and for both French DBpedia and BnF data sets in order to discuss
the opportunity of using these data sets in some domain specific NEL application. Finally, we
conclude and draw suggestions for future work.

3. http ://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes
4. http ://dbpedia.org/class/yago/SymbolistPoets
5. http ://dbpedia.org/class/yago/WritersFromParis
6. http ://obvil.paris-sorbonne.fr/bibliotheque
7. See the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud here : http ://ldl2015.linguistic-lod.org
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2 LD quality aspects related to NEL

Maximizing NEL performances implies rating LD sources by means of metrics designed
for evaluating precise quality aspects identified as crucial for NEL processes. NEL is usually
decomposed in two main steps, candidate selection (including extraction and search) and can-
didate ranking (Mihalcea et Csomai (2007); Hachey et al. (2013)). For every step, it is possible
to measure the local performance using measures such as candidate recall, candidate precision,
disambiguation accuracy, among others (see formal definitions in Hachey et al. (2013)). We
describe in the following subsections both NEL steps and the challenges concerning LD along
with the corresponding quality aspects that, according to our experience, should be evaluated
to maximize the performance of every NEL step.

2.1 LD sources quality aspects : candidate selection step

The first phase of a NEL process consists in building a dictionary (or index) of potential
candidates, which are extracted from an external KB (see details about one of these strategies
in Frontini et al. (2015)). This is typically done only once. This dictionary is usually built by
directly querying Sparql endpoints or by pre-processing RDF dumps that are available online.
It typically contains alternative surface forms of entities. For instance, the man known as Mo-
lière is officially named Jean-Baptiste Poquelin. In this case both real name and pseudonym
need to be included in the dictionary. It is thus crucial to rely on as much entity label spellings
as possible, for instance, through the skos :altLabel property. This initial dictionary also needs
to be in line with the domain of the analyzed text 8.

Besides, for domain-specific NEL, it is also common to reduce the scope of the potential
candidates to be included in the dictionaries in order to increase precision. In other words,
it is crucial not to include too many entities in the initial dictionary. For instance, for NEL
of persons, instead of adding the whole set of persons available in the KB, data are typically
filtered using Sparql queries by specifying restrictions depending on the domain, typically
temporal (e.g. people born between 1800-1900), geographical (e.g. people who have had any
activity in a European country) and thematic (e.g. people who have been involved in some
creative work). The level of detail of data filters defined through Sparql queries highly depends
on the richness of the model underlying the LD sets involved (i.e. the properties such as "date
of birth" or "has worked in" provide simple and effective filters) and the data compliance to
the model (i.e. whether the properties have been actually asserted). Some of these challenges
in NEL have been highlighted by Rao et al. (2011).

Afterwards, the NEL algorithm searches, for a given text and mention such as "Hugo", a
set of entity candidates, for instance the famous French writer Victor Hugo, the well-known
translator of the Shakespearean work, François-Victor Hugo, and so on. Candidates are extrac-
ted from the previously mentioned dictionary of entities using string matching or similarity
heuristics.

The previous processes are closely related, though we described below the quality aspects
which concern mostly the extraction of candidates and less their search.

8. In some cases string similarity algorithms may overcome minor spelling variations, but not major ones, which
require proper information on aliases.
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2.1.1 Domain scope

The first quality aspect is domain scope, i.e. to what extent the data set can be filtered so
as to best fit the universe of discourse of the text to be processed before even running the NEL
algorithm. In other words, it is the possibility of selecting or filtering the most appropriate
entities of the domain, excluding those that are a priori irrelevant. This is closely related to
what Zaveri et al. (2015) call relevancy of a LD set which is based on two criteria : how the
information provided by the dataset fits the use case needs, and the exhausitvity and level of
detail of the dataset with regard to the use case. In order to properly filter entities within the
domain scope, they need to instantiate the appropriate properties and concepts. For instance, if
the text to be processed deals with French writers of the 19th century, the property concerning
the date of birth of authors should be systematically instantiated. Otherwise, it would not be
possible to properly select the writers who were born before 1900. Likewise, entities lacking
of typing statements (e.g. rdf :type or dcterms :subject) are also source of errors, for example
the entity Berlin 9 in French DBpedia misses, at the moment of writing, its inherent types
PopulatedPlace and SpatialThing. Besides, entities in the data set which do no not instantiate
fine-grained concepts (e.g. Person instead of Writer) may also be difficult to select without
introducing noise into the dictionary. However, some concepts defined in the KB ontology may
not be instantiated at all, or may be instantiated by an insufficient number of resources. In such
cases, it is impossible to take advantage of the fine-grained filtering opportunities they could
have offered. For instance, the concept FictionalCharacter defined in the DBpedia ontology has
not yet been well-exploited, whereas we do find in literary texts many references to fictional
characters.

2.1.2 Population completeness

The population completeness is another aspect closely related to the previous one and it
represents the percentage of real World entities of a particular type that are represented in the
data set. For the context of old French Literary texts, it is common to find for instance mentions
of writers who are relatively well-known but they have not yet been listed in current knowledge
bases. Indeed, their underrepresentation strongly impacts the candidate recall of NEL.

2.1.3 Alternative labeling richness

The third aspect is alternative labeling richness of entities. This implies the availability of
both standard and rejected forms as well as multilingual spellings for each entity. This is close
to what Zaveri et al. (2015) call versatility of a dataset and more precisely checks whether data
is available in different languages. In our use case, we are also interested in checking whether
pseudonyms or alternative names and spellings are available for each language (especially in
French). Indeed, the quantity and the diversity of alternative spellings of named entities in the
dictionary improves the selection of the right candidates for a mention.

9. http ://fr.dbpedia.org/page/Berlin
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2.2 LD sources quality aspects : candidate ranking step
The second phase of NEL consists in choosing the candidate with the highest score for

each mention. Due to the lack of annotated French Literary texts we privilege at the moment
unsupervised approaches. In this context, RDF graph-based approaches have proven their va-
lue (Han et al. (2011); Usbeck et al. (2014); Alhelbawy et Gaizauskas (2014); Brando et al.
(2015)). They solely depend on the triplets contained in the KB and are based on the notion
of graph centrality or ranking. Scores are commonly measured using Page-Rank or Degree
Centrality algorithms. They are computed based on the edge structure underlying the RDF
graph where nodes are resources representing entity candidates and edges are predicates lin-
king them. Usually the presence of edges (e.g. dbpedia-owl :influences) or intermediary nodes
(e.g. rdf :type) which are common to several nodes (i.e. candidates) influences positively the
disambiguation accuracy score. In other words, a graph with a high number of connections
between nodes will be more likely to assign correct referents to mentions. Thus it is crucial
to retrieve as many RDF statements and shared categories present in the form of intermediary
nodes. It is also equally important to retrieve as many triplets as possible for every candidate
from different sources.

2.2.1 Granularity of categories in the ontologies

The first quality aspect we identify is the granularity (or exhaustivity) of the underlying
categories in the ontologies that are used to type entities via typing predicates. This informa-
tion constitutes knowledge about context of candidates and contributes to provide their opti-
mal ranking. Indeed, candidates initially retrieved with general criteria are more likely to be
good candidates if they also share more specific properties such as belonging to more specific
sub-categories. Paulheim et Bizer (2014) studied a similar but not equivalent aspect which is
defined as ontology deepness. In our case, it is not only about the amount of hierarchy levels
in the ontology but also about how precisely instances are typed by means of fine-grained ca-
tegories (i.e. top-level vs. leaf-level categories). In general, top-level categories such as Person
comprise a large amount of entities, on the other hand, leaf-level categories group fewer enti-
ties which share common and specific features such as the Yago category SymbolistPoets that
comprises a subset of authors belonging to the Symbolism movement 10. Having only top-level
categories would risk that all candidates share exactly the same categories, such as Person ;
the presence of leaf-level categories instead increases the likelihood that some candidates (but
not other) share some significant and specific features. So to have sufficient context informa-
tion about candidates, it is important that the data set should have at least three levels in the
hierarchy and also check how many candidates have been typed with leaf-level categories.

2.2.2 Presence of Intra-type relations

Similarly to the previous quality aspect, having as much information as possible about the
context of candidates is crucial to propose an optimal ranking of candidates per mention. The
data set needs to contain enough RDF statements concerning and shared by at least two can-
didates (whether in the subject or the object side) of the same type. We name this aspect as
the presence of intra-type relations which represents the existence of predicates among entities

10. http ://www.poetes.com/symbolisme
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of the same type 11, for instance, in the context of 19th Century French writers, an intra-type
relation would be a triplet concerning two French authors via the predicate dbp :isInfluen-
cedBy. In our case, evaluating the presence of intra-type relations focuses on the assertion of
object properties between resources of the same category. To motive the use of this metric in
a larger context, it is noteworthy to mention that this metric is not only important for NEL
but for a whole family of tasks that we can dub as, graph-based disambiguation tasks. In fact,
graph-based algorithms for NEL are based on firstly developed Word-Sense Disambiguation
approaches (Sinha et Mihalcea (2007)), here too the presence of horizontal, inter-leaves re-
lations can be beneficial w.r.t having only vertical paths connecting leaves. For instance, for
disambiguating the word "bank" in the context of "money" and "loan", it would be more be-
neficial to know an extensive sense of the word "bank" that we denoted bank(1) which is the
"institution" who keeps "money" and provide "loans", than only knowing that the bank(1)
is an "institution" or a geographical feature (second sense bank(2)). In the field of NLP and
computational semantics such problems are quite frequent. Many theories of lexicon, such as
Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky (1991)), put a strong emphasis on such type of horizontal
relations between senses to explain the way to interpret the meaning of words. At the same
time, it is easily imaginable that such class of disambiguation problems (for which the metric
is crucial) may extend beyond the field of language technologies ; this could be the object of
further investigation.

2.2.3 Interlinking completeness

Finally, interlinking completeness is an intrinsic LD quality aspect that has been studied
by many research works, see an extensive review in Zaveri et al. (2015). It refers to the degree
to which entities in the data set are interlinked with other data sources, it can be translated into
the existence of several owl :sameAs predicates (or skos :exactMatch). In NEL, it is crucial
for accessing multiple representations of a same entity and gathering as much data as possible
about it.

3 Evaluation of LD sources against NEL quality aspects
In this section, we firstly define the metrics for evaluating the aforementioned quality as-

pects and position them in LD quality assessment research, in particular the extensive literary
review by Zaveri et al. (2015). We then propose an evaluation procedure for each metric and
for several LD data sets in order to measure to what extent the given data sets are well-suited
to be used as KB for unsupervised graph-based NEL in domain-specific contexts. Here, we
focus on person entities, in particular 19th Century French authors, but the adaptation of the
present methodology to deal with other kind of entities such as place, is straightforward. We
choose a broad-coverage but rich data set such as French DBpedia 12 and a specialized one
such as the BnF 13 data set. More generally speaking, the criteria for selecting LD sets are :

11. It could also be relevant to include RDF statements involving candidates of different types (e.g. persons and
places), it depends how the disambiguation approach works, some disambiguate one class at a time and others do not
make any distinction.

12. http ://fr.dbpedia.org/sparql
13. http ://data.bnf.fr/sparql
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they need to be online and accessible through an Sparql endpoint 14 and they should be related
to the domain at stake. Finally, we briefly describe implementation aspects, and also present
and discuss evaluation results.

3.1 Quality metrics and evaluation procedures
Definition 1 : Domain scope (DS), the idea here is to obtain the set of entities from a

given LD set which may potentially be concerned by the domain at stake and that would be
included in the dictionary of entities. In most cases, scope of a data set describing real World
entities (e.g. persons, places) can be delimited by three dimension, namely, temporal, spatial
and thematic. The filtering of the data set can thus be done in terms of properties and concepts
which are delimiters related to one or more of the previous dimensions. These are chosen
according to the types of named entities extracted from the texts (e.g. persons). To evaluate
the domain-scope of a data set, we choose then the set of properties or concepts that may
be consistent with named entities extracted from texts and then check how many resources
actually instantiate these concepts and assert these properties. In other words, we count the
number of entities within the domain scope, i.e. those fulfilling these conditions.

In formal terms, the domain scope of a LD set DSLD is the size of the set of entities of
the set ELD which fulfill every given filter statement composed by a given predicate P and the
expected asserted value V , that is,

DSLD = | { E : E in ELD ∧ (E, P , V ) }

The domain filters we chose are detailed below per data set.
— French DBpedia : Persons who have written something and are labeled as French wri-

ters from the 19th Century (temporal and thematic filtering), see Sparql query in Annex.
— BnF : Persons who have written work in French and were born before 1900 (temporal

and thematic filtering), also see Sparql query in Annex.
This measure is very close to the metric coverage described by Zaveri et al. (2015) and

denoted by R2 which consists in computing the number of entities available in a dataset with
regard to the use case. For the time being, the evaluation of relevancy in the sense of R1 metric
(Zaveri et al. (2015)), i.e. relevant terms within meta-information attributes, is left to the expert
who defines the dataset filtering criteria, and should be further investigated.

Definition 2 : Population completeness (PC), for evaluating the degree of completeness
of entities in a data set with respect to the real World entities, equivalent to the metric CM3
described in Zaveri et al. (2015). We would need external and exhaustive information about
the latter. As it is not possible to make such an absolute evaluation, we offer instead a relative
comparison between the two LD data sets, by means of a manually annotated test set.

In general terms, given an annotated text whose author mentions are assigned, w.r.t ground
truth, to URIs of the corresponding entities of a LD set, this set of entities is denoted by Etext,
given also the set of entities (of the same LD set) which belong to the domain scope EDS ,
the population completeness of a LD set PCLD is then the intersection set of entities in the
domain scope and the entities mentioned in the gold standard, more formally,

14. Efforts have been made for providing information about connectivity of sparql endpoints, the following moni-
toring tool helps to check their status, http ://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at.
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PCLD = Etext ∩ EDS

For French DBpedia and BnF, we use the same domain scope and compare to authors’ an-
notated by humans in a French Literary text, "Refléxions sur la littérature" by Albert Thibaudet
(i.e. the gold standard, henceforth called Thibaudet) 15.

Definition 3 : Alternative labeling richness (LR) is the count of labeling predicates
present in the set of entities within the domain scope. We distinguish multilingual spellings
and compute their distribution between French and other languages. This metric corresponds
to versatility of a data set as defined by Zaveri et al. (2015) and it is denoted by V2. Besides, we
consider aliases (or pseudonyms) spellings, among others. We also provide the following va-
lues for this metric : average number of labels (including all types of labels) per entity, number
of labels of the entity having the greatest amount, average number of labels in French.

For each data set, we made the choices listed below.
— French DBpedia : Choice of predicate rdfs :label.
— BnF : Choice of predicates skos :prefLabel and skos :altLabel

Definition 4 : Granularity (G) of underlying categories can be assessed by computing the
number of sub-categories of the top-level category used for querying the KB. In formal terms,
the granularity of a linked data set GLD is the size of the set of categories C instantiated by
the entities within the domain scope EDS via a given typing predicates, that is,

G1LD = | { C : (EDS a C) } |

Similarly, the distribution of resources within these sub-categories is an interesting infor-
mation for evaluating to what degree these sub-categories can be used for desambiguating
candidates, in more formal terms, it is the size of the set of entities within the domain scope
EDS which instantiate any category via a given typing predicate.

G2LD = | { EDS : (EDS a C) } |

For each data set, we made the choices listed below.
— French DBpedia : Choice of categories in relation with the predicate skos :broader.
— BnF : Choice of categories concerning the thematic activities described by the predicate

rdagroup2elements :fieldOfActivityOfThePerson.

Definition 5 : Presence of intra-type relations (PR) is simply the average number of
predicates relating every potential entity candidate (of the same type) within the domain scope.
This is similar to what Zaveri et al. (2015) define as property completeness and is denoted by
CM2 which measures the missing values for a specific property. Here, for both data sets, we
chose only object properties and count per entity, the average of relations with other entities.
More formally, the presence of intra-type relations in a LD set PRLD is the average number
of entities of the domain scope EDS that assert a given object property Op, where EDS and O
constitute different entities and have the same type T .

15. Available from the Labex Obvil digital library,
here : http ://obvil.paris-sorbonne.fr/corpus/critique/thibaudet_reflexions.xml
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PRLD = | { EDS : (EDS Op O) ∧ EDS != O ∧ (EDS a T ) ∧ (O a T ) } | ÷ | EDS |

Definition 6 : Interlinking completeness (IC) is similarly the average number of equi-
valence predicates for all potential candidates in the domain scope. We count the average of
equivalence links per entity. This measure is straightforward and provides an easy-to-interpret
score. It is also rather close to the metric CM4 presented by Zaveri et al. (2015) based on the
percentage of instances that are interlinked in a dataset. Computing the average of equivalence
links per resource provides more information about the chances of finding complementary
information in other datasets. In more formal terms, interlinking completeness of a LD set
ICLD is the average number of entities of the domain scope EDS which assert an interlinking
property Ip, that is,

ICLD = | { EDS : (EDS Ip O) } | ÷ | EDS |

For each data set, we choose the following criteria.
— French DBpedia : Choice of only owl :sameAs predicate.
— BnF : Choice of only owl :sameAs and skos :exactMatch predicates.

3.2 Implementation and evaluation results

For implementing these procedures, we used Sparql queries to compute every metric, si-
milar to the idea of unit-case testing in software engineering for finding errors in tools (in
our case, in data) as proposed by Kontokostas et al. (2014). For information, a sample of the
produced Sparql queries, in particular those concerning the selection of the domain scope, is
annexed to this paper. We then evaluate the corresponding procedures and the obtained results
are presented in Table 1.

It is striking to observe the difference between the number of entities in BnF in the domain
scope, 51 673, and those selected in French DBpedia, 1384. As expected, BnF would better
cover our domain of interest. Also, we quickly see the large amount of authors annotated
in Thibaudet’s text that are mostly present in BnF. This is also expected as the BnF is used
as bibliothecary resource by scholars in the Humanities. We also notice that in general the
presence of labels in French is more important in BnF. Clearly the candidate selection phase
in NEL would benefit from the BnF data set for this domain. We notice unfortunately that in
both data sets, there are many authors missing domain-specific typing information, only 31,6%
authors in French DBpedia and 21.8% authors in BnF instantiate categories that may be useful
for filtering the scope, at least in the case of BnF as there exist 59 different thematic activities in
the ontology. We also observe the absence of relations between authors in BnF which difficult
the process of graph-based candidate ranking in NEL, fortunately French DBpedia defines at
least some relations which help to compensate. There exist comparable equivalence links in
both data sets which is important to gather more equivalent resources out there thus to build a
richer graph. This is very important to overcome at certain extent the weaknesses of both data
sets in terms of intra-type relations and shared domain-specific categories, thereby to provide
an optimal ranking of candidates. These preliminary results allow us to confirm some of our a
priori beliefs about the content of both data sets and their usability for domain-specific NEL.
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French DBpedia BnF
DSLD - # of entities in the domain scope 1 384 51 673

PCLD - # of entities in the intersection of the domain
scope and the annotated authors in Thibaudet 207 721

LR - Avg number of all kinds of labels per author 3,1 2,5

LR - # of labels of the author having the greatest amount 19 50

LR - Avg number of labels in French 1 2,47

G1LD - # of different sub-categories
instantiated in domain scope 4 59

G2LD - # of authors in domain scope
related to any of these sub-categories 469 11 237

G2LD - % of authors in domain scope
relating to any of these sub-categories 31.6% 21.8%

PRLD - Avg of relations with other authors per author 0,5 0

ICLD - Avg of equivalence links per author 4,3 5,16

TAB. 1 – Results of the per metric evaluation of French DBpedia and BnF for NEL of 19th
Century French authors.

4 Conclusions and Future work
In this paper, we presented outgoing research concerning the use of the French DBpedia

and the BnF linked data sets in the NLP task of linking of authors in old French Literary texts.
The aim of this paper was to discuss some first LD quality metrics that may be relevant in
this context and to foster discussion on these issues. Preliminary results showed some of their
weaknesses and will help us to further design appropriate solutions to improve our NLP pi-
peline for the automatic annotation and enrichment of digital editions. We intend to complete
our experiment by measuring the performances of the unsupervised graph-based NEL tool RE-
DEN 16 by Brando et al. (2015), in terms of disambiguation accuracy as well as candidate recall
and precision, in order to check whether the proposed quality metrics are actually appropriate.
In other words, we need to check if the results would be consistent to the preliminary results
obtained here so as to verify that the proposed metrics are the most relevant to our needs. Fur-
ther work is absolutely required to normalize the proposed quality metrics. It is also important
to perform new tests on more data sets such as Wikidata or Yago2. Finally, we believe this work

16. REDEN is open source and the code is available here : https ://github.com/cvbrandoe/REDEN
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would provide an interesting feedback to the Linked Data research community about how NLP
researchers are using LD and the ways these sets can be improved.
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Annex : Sparql Queries related to domain scope selection
In this annex, we list the qparql queries which served to select the entities concerning the

domain of interest, here 19th French authors, firstly French DBpedia, secondly BnF.

PREFIX prop-fr: <http://fr.dbpedia.org/property/>
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
select distinct ?ecriv where {

?ecriv dcterms:subject ?c .
?c rdfs:label ?lp .
?ecriv rdfs:label ?l .
FILTER regex(?lp, ".crivain fran.ais du XIXe si.cle") .
OPTIONAL { ?ecriv prop-fr:nomDeNaissance ?ndn } .

}

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX bnf-onto: <http://data.bnf.fr/ontology/bnf-onto/>
SELECT distinct ?auteur WHERE {

?auteur rdf:type foaf:Person .
?auteur foaf:familyName ?nom .
?auteur rdagroup2elements:languageOfThePerson ?langue .
?auteur bnf-onto:firstYear ?birthdate .
FILTER (?birthdate < 1900).
FILTER regex (str(?langue),
"http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/iso639-2/fre").

}

Summary
See first page.


